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Background

Survey Fielded:  March 29, 2022 – April 15, 2022

Responses:  151 Families (54%), 206 Players (55%)
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Executive Summary
▪ Overall, the experience with OYHA continues to be positive for the majority of players and parents.
▪ The vast majority of players had fun, got the right amount of ice time, and nearly ¾’s plan to play again next year.

▪ Over 2/3’s rated the player experience as Excellent/Above Average.

▪ However, parents’ experience continued a downward trend as they expressed frustrations with tryouts, lack of development, 
and issues with the coach or team.

▪ Coaching continued to strengthen for a 3rd year, but opportunities still exist as player development remained flat.
▪ Quality of coaching (71% Excellent/Above Average) has trended positively for the last 3 years and this year there was a significant 

increase in those who rated the coaching Excellent.
▪ Girls 14U, Squirt, and LTP were all up vs. YA while most other levels saw a directional increase.  However, both Bantam and PeeWee declined.

▪ There were lots of positive comments about the coaches, but some comments centered on a desire for coaches to focus on more game play 
during practices and improve their coaching style.  There were also requests for additional goalie focused coaching.

▪ There continues to be an opportunity for a more formalized process for coaches to outline & communicate their plan for the season & player 
development and then meet with the players to discuss progress as only 1/3 of players had multiple meetings with their coach to discuss. 

▪ The skills coaches were viewed as Excellent/Above Average by the majority of parents. 
▪ Some parents would like to have them provide more feedback, be around more, and ensure there isn’t too much down time.

▪ Both off-ice partners, Breakaway Fitness & Playerz Choice, saw directional increases in satisfaction.

▪ However, the coaching improvements have yet to translate into improved perceptions of Player Development.  While 82% say 
their player’s development Met/Exceeded expectations this continues to be flat and we have not seen either a decline in those 
who were Below Expectations or an increase in those who Exceeded expectations.
▪ The desire for more feedback seems to be a consistent theme as parents desire more feedback from coaches, skills coaches, and tryout 

evaluations so players know where to focus efforts.
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Executive Summary
▪ Frustration with the player evaluation & team selection process continued to grow and is at a historical high with 

nearly 1/3 of those who participated saying it was Below Average/Poor.
▪ Significant dissatisfaction was seen across most levels, with the exception of Girls U14 and Mites.
▪ This year there was a significant increase in the number of comments indicating feelings that the process was political/biased 

and calling for more transparency around scores received and team selection.
▪ The desire for transparency of scores stemmed from both a desire to understand how team division took place as well as to provide feedback on 

what to work on during the season and for next year’s tryouts.

▪ Comments also indicated that there were several players who were perceived to have been placed at the wrong level, 
particularly in Squirts.

▪ Additionally, there was some criticism of the decision to have 2 Mite Red teams and 2 Bantam B teams.

▪ There was a decline in OYHA families who are interested in volunteering in some capacity.  The greatest areas of 
interest are volunteering as a coach or manager.
▪ Suggestions for growing involvement focused on more communication of needs (both digitally and posted at the rink), new 

leadership, offering a discount, and dividing up the roles so there are less time intensive opportunities.

▪ In their closing comments to OYHA, parents called for improvements to the tryout process, continued focus on 
player development, and more goalie specific training.
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Detailed Findings
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Just over 5 in 10 parents say their experience was excellent/above 
average.  This is down slightly vs. YA, and is lower than has historically 
been seen.

26%

27%

34%

8%

6%

Experience as Parent of OYHA Player 

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor
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Sample Size: 2021/22  n=143
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

53%
Say their experience 
was Excellent/Above 
Average vs. 58% YA



Several families commented about the positive experience this season,
however some did call out issues with tryouts, lack of development, 
and issues with the coach or team.

Experience as Parent of Player
– Top 5 Comment Themes

# of 
Comments

Good season/positive experience 11

Issues with tryouts/team placement 5

Didn’t develop throughout season 4

Issues w/ coach 4

Issues w/ team/drama 4

7n=36 Comments

“The coaches and manager made our 
season the best season ever. However 

other parents on teams did not have the 
same experience.”

“We had a great time. Everyone was so 
nice, helpful and positive :)”

“No parent meeting.  No coach in the 
locker with the kids. Team appeared to 
be made up as individuals as opposed 

to team mentality.  No teamwork 
work/structure/mentality put forth.”

“Overall it was a great season with a lot 
of development for both our players.”

“Too much nonsense with kids not being at the level that they belonged. Made 
it difficult because you have kids skating at the top level of their age group 

with kids who literally can’t skate. Families pay lots of money and invest tons 
of time to have people on teams where they don’t belong bits not fair to the 
top level kids and it’s also not fair to the kids who are just learning. How do 

you run a practice when you have 2 opposite ends of ability and keep it 
beneficial for everyone on the ice coaches included. 

“Team improvement and communications 
were lacking. (Due in part to poor coaching).”

“It was difficult to see a particular child on the team continue to be disruptive and 
continue to be allowed on the team. Even the parent of that child on the team 
appeared to think that nothing was wrong and did nothing to help or provide 
consequences to their child for their behavior. It affected most if not all of the  

team and how they played. As a parent it made situations uncomfortable to be in 
as well.” 



42%

24%

21%

9%
4%

Overall Player Experience

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

However, over 2/3’s of players had an excellent/above average.
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Sample Size: 2021/22  n=206
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

86%

66%

85%

43%

41%

89%

79%

67%

67%

74%

74%

66%

74%

59%

78%

65%

58%

69%

Learn to Play

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Overall Player Experience by Level-
Excellent/Above Average

'20-21 '21-22

67%
Say their player’s 
experience was 
Excellent/Above 

Average

▪ LTP, Squirt, and Girls 10U had significantly better player experiences than Total.

▪ Meanwhile, PeeWee and Bantam experiences were significantly lower than Total.  Additionally, PeeWee saw a significant 
decline vs. YA and Bantams saw a directional decline.











Driven by PW B and  PW Green

Driven by Bantam Blue and to a 
lesser extent Bantam A



Comments focused on positives about the coach as well as skaters 
having a good experience. However, there were issues w/ tryouts & 
the division of teams, as well as drama on some teams.

Player Experience – Top 5 Comment 
Themes

# of 
Comments

Positives about coach 22

Tryout placement /Division of teams 15

Overall positive experience 10

Issues on team/Drama 6

Issues w/ coach 6

Lack of player development 6

9n=76 Comments

“Coach Fury made it fun and my skater 
learned a ton!” – LTP Parent

“Really disappointing that 2 Red teams were 
made at the Mite level.  We could have had a 

very good Red team with just the top 9 players.   
This hurt development all the way through the 

Mite level, as teams were not properly matched 
against other organizations.” – Mite Parent

“The team had players with skills not 
appropriate for the level A. That made the 

experience less than ideal.” – Girls U10 Parent

“The three squirt C teams were very poorly 
divided on talent and this team struggled all year 
with that only winning a handful of games while 
the opposite was true of the other two team.” –

Squirt Parent
“The coaches for this job did an OUTSTANDING 

job on the ice and off.”– Squirt Parent

“As we discussed, the Tryout didn't accurately 
evaluate my son and the Development 

committee didn't do anything to correct this.” 
– PeeWee Parent

“Coaches were really good with the kids and 
getting everyone involved.” – Mite Parent 

“Good experience, positive, fun.” – Squirt Parent

“A lot of locker room issues that caused the kids to turn on each 
other. There was quite a bit of separation among the skaters. 

Which in turn separated parents. I felt some skaters were trying 
to hurt fellow teammates and for no reason during practices. 
This type of atmosphere effects a skaters type of play on the 

ice/winning attitude. We had skaters on this team running their 
mouths the whole season.” – Bantam Parent

“My player did not enjoy hockey as much as usual 
this year.  Issues were centered around the coach 
and the culture on the team.” – PeeWee Parent

“My son did not improve this season overall. His 
enthusiasm diminished considerably. There were 
several players on his team that were extremely 
disrespectful and their behavior was horrible.” –

PeeWee Parent 



The majority of parents said their player’s development met or 
exceeded their expectations.

18%

50%

31%

Player Development

Below Expectations As Expected Exceeded Expectations
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Sample Size: 2021/22  n=206
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

100%

89%

90%

59%

68%

94%

79%

100%

82%

89%

90%

76%

84%

88%

89%

88%

67%

84%

Learn to Play

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Player Development by Level –
As Expected/Exceeded Expectations

'20-21 '21-22

82%
Say their player’s 

development met or 
exceeded 

expectations

▪ Girls 14U, Girls 10U, and LTP were particularly strong at developing players.

▪ However, both Bantam and PeeWee were significantly below Total and down vs. YA.

Driven by PW B and  PW Green






Driven by Bantam Blue









Some parents felt their player developed well and had great coaching, 
while others felt that their player did not develop as expected.  Goalie 
parents continue to request additional coaching for goalies.

Player Development – Top 5 
Comment Themes

# of Comments

Player Did Not Develop/More 
Development Needed

16

Player Developed Well/Improved 11

More Goalie Coaching Needed 8

Practices Need Improvement 8

Good Job by Coach 7

11n=54 Comments

“Practices were routinely repetitive skating 
drills while green practiced game situations 

and improved greatly compared to blue. 
Transition to high school now must be made 

up as part of summer camp through 
Breakaway.” – Bantam Parent

“Very poor. I feel he lost skill this year. I 
wouldn't mind trying a different rink, due to 

how much time & money this is. But have 
heard it's hard to get a waiver. It's just 

disappointing as this was our second time 
we've had this coach. Our son has potential to 
do better & would enjoy it more if he was with 

a good group of kids & motivating coach.”
– PeeWee Parent

“Not enough full ice time or other work to 
maintain/improve conditioning. Half the girls 

were routinely goofing off, and the lack of 
discipline hurt the team overall.”

– Girls U12 Parent

“Development of fundamentals were lacking 
across the board with this team.  I do not 
believe that many (if any) of the players 

improved over the course of the season.  The 
level of team play also did not improve over 
the course of the season.” – PeeWee Parent

“Coach Chris really worked hard to develop team 
individually and as a group.  My player went from one 

of the worst kids last year to one of the top players this 
year bc of the confidence and coaching he received-no 

doubt in my mind” – Squirt Parent

“My son tried a new position and received 
great coaching and encouragement.” – Squirt 

Parent

“There was NO goalie coaching like we were 
told there would be for yet another season.” –

Bantam Parent

“Amazing to see the development over the 
course of the season. Has become much 
more of a confident player. Coaches did a 

fantastic job.” – PeeWee Parent



Similar to last year, the vast majority of parents said their player 
had fun this year.

58%

35%

5% 2%

Player Had Fun

Strongly Agee Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree
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Sample Size: 2021/22  n=206
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

100%

100%

100%

84%

76%

100%

100%

100%

93%

100%

100%

92%

88%

84%

94%

100%

83%

92%

Learn to Play

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Player Had Fun by Level –
Strongly Agree/Agree

'20-21 '21-22

93%
Agree/Strongly 
Agree that their 
player had fun

▪ The Total was brought down slightly by Bantam and to a lesser extent PeeWee.

















Over 7 in 10 parents say their player plans to play at OYHA again next 
year, however this is slightly lower than what we’ve seen historically.

72%

12%

16%

Plan to Play at OYHA Again Next Year

Yes No Maybe
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Sample Size: 2021/22  n=206
/ = 2021/22 is Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

95%

86%

80%

70%

26%

94%

79%

50%

72%

89%

94%

89%

80%

38%

94%

76%

33%

76%

Learn to Play

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Plan to Play at OYHA Again Next Year 
by Level – Yes

'20-21 '21-22

72%
Say their player 

plans to play again 
next year

▪ The top reasons for saying No/Maybe were kids aging out & kids being unsure they want to continue playing.

▪ However, there were also more comments this year around the Board/leadership, poor experiences, and issues with tryouts.  

The top reasons for saying 
No/Maybe were:

Aged Out/Moving to HS – 43%
Not Sure They Want to Play - 19%

Unhappy with Board/Leadership – 12%
Had a Poor Experience – 12%

Issues With Tryouts – 10%











Quality of coaching has trended positively over the last 3 years and 
saw significant growth on those rating the coaching excellent.

48%

23%

17%

8%
4%

Quality of Coaching

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor
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Sample Size: 2021/22  n=206
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

▪ The majority of levels saw directional increases vs. YA but there were a few outliers.

▪ Girls 14U, Squirt, and LTP were all up vs. YA.

▪ Meanwhile, both Bantam and PeeWee declined vs. YA

95%

69%

76%

62%

47%

83%

79%

100%

71%

68%

74%

53%

82%

72%

61%

65%

42%

68%

Learn to Play

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Quality of Coaching by Level –
Excellent/Above Average

'20-21 '21-22

71%
Say the quality of 
coaching this year 

was Excellent/Above 
Average











Driven by PW B and  PW Green

Driven by Bantam Blue

 vs. 36% 
YA



Many parents had positive things to say about their coaches.  
However, some felt there is an opportunity to improve coaching or had 
an issue with the coach.  Others want to see more focus on game play 
during practice and more goalie training.

Quality of Coaching – Top 5 
Comment Themes

# of 
Comments

Great coach/good coaching 44

Need better coaching 11

Issues w/ the coach or coaching style 7

Need to focus more on game play 7

Need more goalie training 7

15n=74 Comments

“Coaches did a wonderful job on the ice but also 
set a great standard for off ice sportsmanship and 

teamwork.” – Girls U10 Parent

“Yelling is not coaching.” – PeeWee Parent

“Coaches were a great team.  Knowledgeable, 
positive, lots of planning and communicating with 

families..” – Squirt Parent

“Time dedicated to game play at practice would 
have been appreciated.” – Bantam Parent

“Having coach Jake run all of the practices (rather 
than having the team coaches come up with 

practice plans for one of the practices each week) 
made a huge difference.  I believe this allowed for 

the players to improve their skating skills more 
than in previous years.” – Mite Parent

“Coach is a great asset for the organization.  He is 
constantly coaching and explaining to the kids.”–

PeeWee Parent

“Coach was negative rarely gave positive 
reinforcement same mistakes were repeated 
throughout season with no correction. Coach 

was not present in locker rooms was the last one 
in and first one out.” – Bantam Parent

“The coaching was focused at a higher level than the 
skaters were able to perform.  Most of the concepts trying 
to be taught were sound.  There was very little correction 

when form or even the drill itself was being performed 
incorrectly.” – Squirt Parent

“It would be nice to have goalie coaches who 
could spend time with the goalies and develop 

their skills” – Squirt Parent



Compared to last year, there was an improvement in 
running skills focused practices and utilizing the full ice.

Total LTP Mite Squirt PeeWee Bantam Girls 10U Girls 12U Girls 14U

Coach ran skills focused, station based 
practices where small groups of skaters 
move through several different drills

91% 90% 89% 93% 89% 88% 100% 93% 83%

Coach worked with the other teams during 
practice to fully utilize the full ice surface for 
at least a portion of the practice

76% 90% 74% 90% 73% 53% 89% 57% 83%

Coach offered your player opportunities to 
play a variety of different positions during 
games

83% 81% 89% 93% 70% 67% 100% 85% 100%

Coach communicated effectively with you 
and your player

81% 90% 86% 90% 76% 53% 89% 93% 100%

Coach clearly outlined the plan for the 
season and the plan for developing players 
at your level

65% 70% 43% 71% 64% 56% 89% 71% 100%
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% Who Answered “Yes”

Sample Size: 2021/22  n=206
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

▪ Girls 10U and 14U teams were stronger than Total in several areas and saw improvements vs. YA.

▪ Squirts were particularly strong on utilizing the full ice and communication and were up vs. YA.

▪ Bantam was below Total on several metrics and saw some declines vs. YA.



About 1/3 of players had multiple meetings w/ the coach to discuss 
progress and set goals.  This has remained relatively steady over the 
last few years.

23%

12%

24%

40%

Number of Meetings to Discuss 
Progress and Set Development Goals

Three or More Twice Once Never
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Sample Size: 2021/22  n=198
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

37%

23%

46%

36%

38%

33%

36%

17%

35%

18%

20%

21%

52%

38%

13%

29%

27%

31%

Learn to Play

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Number of Meetings by Level –
Twice/Three or More

'20-21 '21-22

35%
Said the coach met 
with them 2+ times 
during the season to 
discuss progress and 

set goals 

▪ Squirt coaches had significantly more of these meetings this year.



Nearly 1/3 were dissatisfied with the Player Evaluation process, up 
directionally vs. YA and at a historical high. 

5%

14%

49%

10%

21%

Player Evaluation Process

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

18

80% Said they 
Participated in 

Player Evaluation

Sample Size: 2021/22  n=163 who participated
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

14%

35%

42%

37%

38%

31%

0%

32%

8%

23%

46%

41%

6%

6%

0%

27%

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Player Evaluation Process by Level –
Below Average/Poor

'20-21 '21-22

32%
Of those who 

participated, said the 
evaluation process 
was Below Average 

or Poor



▪ Dissatisfaction continued to be high for Bantam, PeeWee, and Squirt levels and Girls 12U and 10U saw significant increases 
in dissatisfaction vs. YA which brought them up to  parity with the Co-Ed levels.





Driven by Girls U10A

Driven by Bantam Blue & Green



Driven by PW B & PW Blue



There was a significant increase in comments centered around 
perceptions that the tryout process is too political/biased and calling 
for more transparency and sharing of scores.  There were also feelings 
that kids were placed at the wrong level.

Player Evaluation Process – Top 5 Comment Themes # of Comments

Political/Biased 21 (up from 9 YA)

Kids were placed at wrong level/wrong team 18 (7 from Squirt Level)

More transparency of scores/how teams were decided 14 (up from 9 YA)

Dislike the division of teams/levels of teams decided upon 14 (6 from Mites & 6 

from Bantam)

Want game play to be a bigger part of tryouts 10

19n=80 Comments

Examples of the comments shared 
are on next slide due to volume

▪ Unlike YA when parents were upset with the decision to have C1/C2 teams, this year the comments around division of 
teams/levels focused on Mites where some felt there should not have been 2 Red teams and others were disappointed with 
there being no Girls White team.  Additionally, some felt that Bantam needed to have B & C teams rather than 2 B teams.



Comments demonstrate the growing frustration with the Tryouts 
process as well as some suggestions for improvement.

20n=80 Comments

“The tryout process once again was horrible failure.  It was the worst decision to not 
accept the offer to have an outside hockey org do tryouts.  There is way too much 

bias and personal agendas in this club that if you really wanted to have fair tryouts, 
you would seek to have an outside org run the tryouts.” – PeeWee Parent

“There were kids on the B team that 
could not even skate backwards. 

Interesting when we had C teams with 
developed skaters. Please explain the 

tryout process.” – Squirt Parent

“Tryouts process was not 
communicated effectively nor 

were the players able to 
understand or view  their scores. 

It appears to be too secret.” –
Bantam Parent

“Evaluations are a joke. Some coaches at bantam level had 
too much say in who they wanted on team regardless of 

score. Entire process is political and a lot of hdc members 
are on board bc of where they want their kids to land or to 

get to coach at a higher level than their player should be on. 
We don’t follow rules and seem to let certain coaches do 
what they want and have whomever they want on their 

team. Two b level teams at bantam  level is a joke. You have 
three levels at all other age brackets and then when you get 

to bantam, you water the teams down. The good players 
don’t get better and the c level  players don’t touch the puck. 

You need A,B,C teams at all levels!” – Bantam Parent

“The evaluation process is garbage. If coaches 
want to coach their kids they should be assigned 
to coach the level their kids makes. Not the other 
way around. There was way too much of this year. 

It’s an extremely big turn off.” – Girls Parent

“It’s a total joke. It would have been better if XX would just pick the team 
instead of hiding behind “independent” evaluators. Results showed. 

Even coaches from other organizations commented on how the teams at 
Ozaukee were formed. The organization failed kids. No callbacks, really? 
No reason to set teams after two tryouts. Divide the kids into A/B and C. 

Have the kids practice with coaches for few weeks before setting the 
final roster. Ask the skills coaches for feedback. There was a kid on the B 
team who would have been top 3 player on A. Crazy. There were kids on 

A that should have been on C..” –Squirt Parent

“We don't receive any feedback 
after evaluations.  It would be 

nice to get information on how 
our players did during 

evaluations and what they need 
to work on.” – Squirt Parent

“Mostly due to the fact that we 
could have really benefited 

from choosing to create one 
Red team.” – Mite Parent

“I am not sure how they established 
each team and the players abilities for 
the lower level teams, but it was clear 

from watching the first couple of 
practices that they had divided the 
talent very unevenly and as always 

there was no discussion of correcting 
this early.” – Squirt Parent

“The mites player evaluations did not end up placing players in their correct skill level. Main cause for this 
issue was because the players who sign up for the girl’s team were not given the opportunity to play at their 
correct skill level with only a blue level girls team being formed. The girls should be given the opportunity to 

play with their correct skill level if they were evaluated at a higher skill level than the girl’s team being created. 
It made me and other parents realize the program does not care about making the most of each girl player 

skills, just about having the highest number of girl players. Another option would be to dissolve the mites girl’s 
team and make it all coed. This would be easy to do at the mites level.” – Mite Parent

“Could use more gameplay 
evaluation. Individual skill 

doesn’t always translate to game 
play.” – Squirt Parent 



Nearly 8 in 10 parents said their player had just the right 
amount of ice time.

2%

79%

19%

Amount of Ice Time

Too Much Just Right Not Enough

21
Sample Size: 2021/22  n=206
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. Total at 90% CI; / = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

90%

77%

76%

73%

74%

100%

79%

83%

79%

89%

77%

79%

72%

78%

89%

82%

92%

80%

Learn to Play

Mite/U8

Squirt/U10

PeeWee/U12

Bantam/U14

Girls 10U

Girls 12U

Girls 14U

Total

Amount of Ice Time by Level – Just Right

'20-21 '21-22

79%
Say their player had 

just the right 
amount of ice time

▪ At most levels, the few who felt their player didn’t have enough ice time was spread across teams.  However, at the 
Bantam level the Bantam Blue team was the primary source of that sentiment.





The comments on ice time focused on a desire for more – there was in 
increase in those looking for more games while a similar number vs. 
last year continue to want more practice time.

Ice Time – Top 5 Comment Themes # of Comments

Want more games 18 (up from 9 YA)

Want more practice time 8

Happy with amount of practice time 7

Didn’t have right number of 
tournaments

4 (3 from Squirt 

Green)

Everyone received equal playing time 3

Would like more open hockey/stick & 
puck

3

Teams were too large 3 (2 Mites)

22n=50 Comments

“Not enough practice and definitely not enough 
games” – Squirt Parent

“Blue level teams were way too large. We had 
12 players and kids got bored sitting out for 

double shifts.” – Mite Parent

“2x 50-min practice per week is ok, but we 
were on the low end of non-tournament 
games played for mites.” – Mite Parent

“I thought the ice time was about right. 
But I think the younger kids in particular 

would enjoy and benefit from more 
opportunities to free skate and open 

scrimmage.” – Squirt Parent

“All players had equal playing time.” – Squirt 
Parent

“Already said we were allowed to 
have 50 games we had about half of 

that.” – Bantam Parent

“We only had 2 tournaments. One being an A/B tournament for a leveled C team. Coaches need 
to be involved in tournament selection. This needs immediate attention as tournaments fill up 

quickly not sure how this happened. Why offer a team if there are not enough coaches at tryouts 
to help with tournament selection. This is also not a mangers job.” – PeeWee Parent



18%

40%

34%

8% 1%

Experience with BreakAway Cross Fit
(among those who participated)

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor
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Sample Size:  n=154
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

58%
Say the experience with 

BreakAway Cross Fit 
was Excellent/Above 

Average
vs. 52% YA

Satisfaction with BreakAway Crossfit improved directionally vs. 
YA.

21%

3%

2%

48%

25%

# of Sessions Attended

None A few of them About half of them
Most of them All of them

79% Said their 
Player 

Participated in 
Off-Ice

Top Reasons for Not 
Attending:

64%  Too Young/Not 
Offered

18% Too Busy

▪ Over ¾ participated in off-ice.  Those who did not cited that it wasn’t offered at their player’s age level and that they 
were too busy.



Comments were spread across a few themes – some players like the 
off-ice while others found it boring.  Some wish for more 
coaching/pushing of the players.

Breakaway CrossFit Off Ice – Top 5 
Comment Themes

# of Comments

Good job/Like off-ice 7

Boring/Don’t enjoy 6

More coaching/push the players 5

Unsure of the value 4

Improved this year 3

24n=26 Comments

“She loves dryland and this was a good 
experience.”

“Little to no coaching, not fun at all. Only 
half the kids would show up too.”

“Perfect for bantams, good balance”

“Same drills. Not challenging”

“The concept is good, but I don't believe my player gets much out of it.  
I think the focus should be on teaching the players a few off-ice 

exercises and/or shooting drills that they can continue to do at home 
over the course of the season..“

“It's really unnecessary at the 10U level.  The 
kids do not enjoy it and they are not really 

gaining out of it.  As they get older, it's 
beneficial to learn how to train.”



Just over ½ of families rated the experience at Playerz Choice as 
excellent/above average.

17%

35%

36%

7%
4%

Experience with Playerz Choice
(among those who participated)

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor
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73% Said their 
Player 

Participated in 
Off-Ice

Sample Size:  n=143
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

52%
Say the experience with 

Playerz Choice was 
Excellent/Above 

Average vs. 51% YA
27%

12%

29%

32%

# of Sessions Attended

None 1 of them 2 of them All 3 of them

Top Reasons for Not 
Attending:

22% Don’t like
19%  Too Young/LTP
19% Don’t see value

19% Too busy

▪ Over ¾ participated in Playerz Choice.  Those who did not cited not liking it, that it wasn’t offered at their player’s age 
level, that they were unsure of the value, and they were too busy.



Most of the comments were positive, but there are some who are still 
uncertain of the value or had issues with the when the sessions were 
scheduled.

Playerz Choice Off Ice – Top 5 
Comment Themes

# of 
Comments

Liked the sessions 10

Like the treadmill 6

Unsure of the value 5

Scheduling issues – late in season, 
before practice, etc.

4

Need to consistently have skilled 
instructors/enough instructors

3 (down from 

15 YA)

26N=29 Comments

“My son enjoyed the time there and the 
different things that were offered.”

“My player enjoys using the treadmill, but I feel like the other 
areas are not as well focused and not a lot of interaction with 

the players.“

“Playerz choice does a phenomenal job of 
individualizing the sessions and helping girls 

improve.”

“There is no real set program. Correction of 
skills is hit or miss.”

“My son gets a lot out of the treadmill. We 
enjoy it.”

“Seemed more fun-focused than 
developmental.”

“These offerings were lumped together at the 
end of the season.”

▪ There was a significant reduction vs. YA in the number of comments about needing to consistently have skilled 
instructors present.



Both skills coaches continue to be seen as excellent/above average 
by the majority of parents.

65%

24%

9%
2%0%

Skills Coach – LTP/U8

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor
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Sample Size:  n=55 for LTP/U8 and n=96 for U10/U12/U14
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI

89%

Rated the LTP/U8 Skills 
Coach as 

Excellent/Above 
Average vs. 72% YA

41%

34%

19%

3% 3%

Skills Coach – U10/U12/U14 

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

75%
Rated the 

U10/U12/U14 Skills 
Coach as 

Excellent/Above 
Average vs. 64% YA



Most said the coaches were doing a good job.  A few suggestions for 
improvement were to provide more feedback to players, less down 
time while skills are explained, and ensuring skills coaches are around.

Skills Coaches – Top 5 Comment Themes
# of 

Comments

Good coaches/did a good job 20

Could be improved 5

Need to provide more feedback 4

Skills coach wasn’t around much 4

Too much down time while explaining 4

28n=39 Comments

“Great skills and game knowledge applied to 
station drills. Excellent coach.”

“The Squirt White team had no 
opportunity to learn from Brady.”

“Jake does a great job relating with the kids 
and keeping them excited/interested in the 

drills put together.”

“Across the board, teams are out 
skating Ozaukee.  It is a product of 
the skills sessions.  The drills are 

general and not properly corrected.”

“I would love to see coaches working with the 
players more during drills.  It feels like they 
just tell them what to do and don't provide 
instruction or feedback as they are doing 

them.“

“Both are amazing and care about our players 
and work well with coaches.”

“Drills were too long and complicated for most 
of the C players.  Very little time was actually 

spent doing drills, most of practice was 
standing around.”

“Coach Brady has significantly raised the bar 
on the  drill design, progression, and 

applicability.   His on ice communication was 
outstanding.”



Interest in volunteering declined vs. YA.  The greatest areas of interest 
remain being a coach or team manager.
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20%

14%
9%

5% 7% 5% 5%

54%

24%
21%

7% 9% 9% 10% 11%

40%

Head Coach
/Assistant Coach

Team
Manager

OYHA Board
Member

Help with
Maintenance

/Building projects

Help with
Fundraising

 Events/Activities

Help run
Tournaments
OYHA hosts

Other None

Interest Areas for Volunteering

2021-22 2020-21

Other Suggestions:
Game Day (Scoreboard/Penalty Box) -3
Org. Team Events/Hotel – 1
HDC – 1
Send Emails - 1

Sample Size: 2021/22  n=107
/ = Stat. Sig. vs. YA at 90% CI





There were several comments recommending communicating more 
about opportunities/what is needed.  Other ideas were for new 
leadership and offering a discount for volunteering.

Suggestions for Increasing Involvement –
Top 5 Comment Themes

# of 
Comments

More/better communication 10

New leadership 8

Offer a discount for volunteering 7

Divide roles/make less of a commitment 4

Get rid of the politics 4

30n=48 Comments

“Communication is weak. People are generally 
unsure of what is happening.”

“It may help to incentivize additional 
volunteer coaches / managers, etc., through a 

small fee reduction.  I believe some Little 
League organizations may do this.”

“Turn over the board and show some real 
change.   Facilities are far below standard.  So 

much wasted opportunity.”

“Feels too much like a closed group of people 
running it.”

“Paper posting at the rink”

“Make ordering jerseys a volunteer position and 
not a voting member on the board. Better 

organization in beginning of the season to ask 
parent right away to help with boards and other 
smaller items that eventually gets them helping 

on other larger items.

“Have the board be more transparent, I will not 
support this organization with this leadership.”



Additional feedback was spread across many topics.  They included a 
desire for an improved tryout process, wanting more player 
development, needing goalie training, schedule issues, and a desire 
for more transparency.

Additional Feedback – Top 5 Comment 
Themes

# of 
Comments

Improve tryout process 8

Need to improve player development 6

More goalie specific training 6

Issues with ice schedule 6

Want more transparency from board 6

31n=67 Comments

“I feel that our hockey fees would indicate that 
we are paying for a high level program, however 

we are receiving mediocre development.”

“Fix the tryout process. These kids work hard 
all season to get to the next level. Release 
the scores and have a proper evaluation 

team. A non bias evaluation team.”

“I know it is difficult to do in a volunteer organization, but player placement needs to be 
solely based on player skill and tryout performance, not on whether someone likes a 

player better than another player, whether a player's parent would be a good coaching 
candidate for one team or another, or whether some parents want certain kids on 

certain teams.  Maybe none of this kind of thing actually happens, but I've been around 
the organization for a long time and my perception is that it does.  The kids on our team 
all improved dramatically and had a ton of fun this year, but clean up some of the stuff 

in the background and maybe we have an opportunity to make it even better!”

“More clarity should be provided about the rink 
and funds management.  This year the 

tournaments were all set up in advance where 
several teams were placed in tournaments that 

were at the wrong level for their team and it was 
very hard to have any idea of where each teams 
funds were utilized and it felt like several teams 

were given preferential treatment with funds and 
tournament selections”

“We need to do more for our goalies.  No one 
wants to play goalie because they aren't getting 

any training or help during practices.”

“Maybe an even requirement of games for the 
team managers.  For there to be such a huge 

disparity of games played by the 2 Bantam teams 
when all families pay the same price is not right.  

A good balance between the 2 teams.  There 
should be a standard range. (Too many games is 

not good either)”



Appendix
Data Trends
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T2B Player Experience remains below highs from a few years ago, but 
did see a slight increase in those who had an excellent experience.

33%
40%

47% 43% 44%
36% 39% 36%

42%

42% 32%

33%
32%

35%

35% 27% 33% 24%

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Player Experience – Top 2 Box (Excellent/Above Avg.)

Excellent Above Average
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75%
71%

79%
75%

79%

71%
66%

69%
67%



The majority of parents continue to say their player’s development 
met or exceeded expectations, but the number who exceeded 
expectations remains below highs from a few years ago.

26% 23%

38% 37% 36% 33% 35% 31% 31%

58% 65%

50% 49% 51%
48% 49% 53% 50%

15%
13% 12% 14% 13% 20% 16% 16% 18%

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Player Development

Exceeded Expectations As Expected Below Expectations
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The vast majority say their player had fun.

60% 58%
67%

62% 66%
60% 56% 59% 58%

36% 40%
28% 34% 27%

34%
34%

34% 35%

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Player Had Fun – Top 2 Box (Strongly Agree/Agree)

Strongly Agree Agree
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96% 98%
95% 96%

94% 94%
90% 92% 93%



Quality of Coaching improved slightly vs. last year, particularly on those 
saying the coaching was excellent.

36%
41%

52%

40%

52%

34% 38% 36%

48%

33% 27%

27%

32%

23%

27%
28% 31%

23%

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Quality of Coaching – Top 2 Box (Excellent/Above Avg.)

Excellent Above Average

36

69%
68%

79%

72%
75%

61%
66%

68%
71%



Dissatisfaction with the player evaluation/tryout process continues to 
grow, with nearly 1/3 rating the process as poor or below average.

9%
5% 2%

8% 7%
14% 12% 13%

21%
8%

9%
7%

15%
12%

11% 12% 13%

10%

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Player Evaluation/Tryout Process – Bottom 2 Box (Below Avg./Poor)

Poor Below Average
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17%
14%

10%

22%

18%

25% 24%
27%

32%



The amount of ice time was in line with past years.

3% 3% 2% 2% 3% 1% 2% 1% 2%

83% 83% 81% 78% 79%
77%

83% 80% 79%

14% 14% 17% 19% 18% 23% 14% 19% 19%

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Amount of Ice Time

Too Much Just Right Not Enough
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The T2B experience as a parent was down slightly and is at a 9 year 
low.

25% 29% 33% 29% 32%
24% 26% 28% 26%

34%

39% 35%
33%

32%
41% 36% 30%

27%

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Experience as Parent of OYHA Player – Top 2 Box (Excellent/Above Avg.)

Excellent Above Average

39

60%

68% 68%
62% 63% 65% 62%

58%
53%



The percentage of players who plan to play at OYHA again next year is 
down slightly compared to past years.

77% 79% 79% 77% 76%
72%

15% 15% 17%
13% 11% 16%

8% 6% 4%
9% 12% 12%

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Plan to Play at OYHA Next Year

Yes Maybe No
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Among those who participated, the experience with OYHA’s on-site 
off-ice partner continues to improve.

23% 22%

11% 13%
24%

18%

31% 29%

18%

29%

28% 40%

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Experience with Off Ice Partner* – Top 2 Box (Among those Who 
Participated)

Excellent Above Average

41

55%
51%

29%

* Commit Fitness in 16/17 and 17/18, Breakaway CrossFit in 18/19, 19/20, 20/21, 21/22

41%

52%

58%



Among those who participated, those who rated the experience with 
Playerz Choice excellent improved.

13% 10%
17%

29%
42%

35%

2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Experience with Playerz Choice – Top 2 Box 
(Among those Who Participated)

Excellent Above Average

42

43%

51% 52%


